
 

 

 Oak tree field was his favourite because that was where the owl hooted from. There were 

so many fields on the farm, and hedges and trees – more than he could count – and a river 

running along the bottom of the valley like a silver ribbon. And beyond the river, high on the 

horizon, were the rolling hills of the moor. Grandma, who lived in a town, didn’t mind the rain 

and snow as much as the birds that woke her up early every morning or the smell of pigs and 

cows that James often brought back into the house. 

1) What did the river look like? (Retrieve) 

2) Find two things you could you hear from the field. (Retrieve) 

3) What does the ‘rolling hills of the moor’ mean? (Understand) 

4) How do you think James brought the smell of pigs and cows into the house? 

(Understand)  

5) Why might living in the countryside be different for Grandma, who is used to living 

in the city? (Analyse) 

 

 

  

 

William lived in a wonky little house on the edge of a busy town on the edge of a busier city, 

but even though the house was small it never really felt that way because only two people 

lived in it: William and his dad, Bob Trundle. As well as dinosaurs, William loved Christmas, 

but not half as much as his dad did. Mr Trundle loved Christmas so much that whenever 

Christmas Day was over he would sob uncontrollably for a whole week, sometimes until the 

end of January, desperately clinging onto Christmas! 

1) What word is used to show William’s house is crooked? (Retrieve) 

2) What does ‘uncontrollably’ mean? (Explain) 

3) Why didn’t the house feel empty? (Retrieve) 

4) How do you feel when Christmas Day is over? (Apply) 

5) What two things did William like? (Retrieve) 

 

 

  



 

 

    

 He could feel Miika, trembling against his chest. ‘This is all my fault’ whispered Nikolas. ‘You 

must escape. Look. There. Those hills over there with the trees, behind the tower. Run to 

them. Hide. You’ll be safe there.’ Miika looked and smelt the air and he noticed that the air 

from that direction smelt faintly delicious – faintly cheese like. The elf guard who was 

nearest to them pointed his little axe up towards the boy. ‘Stop talking!’ 

1) What animal do you think Mika is and why? (Analyse) 

2) What was the elf holding? (Retrieve) 

3) Where do you think they were going and why? (Understand) 

4) Find and copy a word which shows Miika was scared. (Retrieve) 

5) What would you have done if you were Miika in this situation? (Apply) 

 

 

 

 

 

 The lights of Paris were floating in the river, but the only light in the tunnel flickered from 

a tiny fire Armand had made. He could not see the woman’s face well, but he felt the edge of 

her tongue. ‘What are you doing here?’ she demanded. Armand was angered. ‘And I might ask 

you the same, Madame,’ he retorted. ‘You have taken my place of the bridge.’ 

1) Why does the author describe the lights as ‘floating in the river’? (Understand) 

2) Who do you think Armand is? Why? (Evaluate) 

3) Why do you think Armand was angry with the woman’s question? (Evaluate) 

4) What city is this story set? (Retrieve) 

5) Who do you think the woman is? Why? (Evaluate) 

 

 

 

  

 



 

 

 Mr Toomey was a wood-carver. Some said he was the best wood-carver in the whole valley. 

After supper, he sat in a straight-backed chair near the fireplace, smoking his pipe and 

staring into the flames. The village people didn’t know it, but there was a reason for his 

gloom, a reason for his grumbling, a reason why he walked hunched over as if carrying a 

weight on his shoulders. Some years earlier, when Jonathan Toomey was young and full of life 

and love, his wife and baby had become very ill. And, because those were the days before 

hospitals and medicines and skilled doctors, his wife and baby died, three days apart from 

each other.  

1) What is Mr Toomey’s job? (Retrieve) 

2) What do you think Mr Toomey is thinking about as he stares into the fire? (Apply) 

3) Why might his wife and baby have survived today? (Understand) 

4) What does the word ‘hunched’ mean? (Understand)  

 5) When did Mr Toomey smoke his pipe? (Retrieve) 

 

 

 

 

 The rabbit’s name was Edward Tulane; and he was tall. He measured almost three feet from 

the tip of his ears to the tip of his feet; his eyes were a penetrating and intelligent blue. In 

all, Edward Tulane felt himself to be an exceptional specimen…. Edward’s mistress was a ten-

year old, dark haired girl named Abilene Tulane, who thought almost as highly as Edward as 

Edward thought of himself. Each morning after she dressed herself for school, Abilene 

dressed Edward. The china rabbit was in possession of an extraordinary wardrobe composed 

of handmade silk suits, custom shoes fashioned from the finest leather and designed 

specifically for his rabbit feet. 

1) What does ‘exceptional’ mean? (Understand) 

2) Who was Edward’s owner? (Retrieve) 

3) Why was this rabbit unusual compared to a normal pet rabbit? (Analyse) 

4) Find and copy two things Edward could wear from his wardrobe (Retrieve) 

 5) Find and copy a sentence which shows Abilene really liked Edward (Retrieve) 

  

 



 

 

 

 Even the run up to Christmas was horrid. The decorations in the town centre had flashing 

lights which made Jake’s eyes hurt. People did strange things, like standing outside his house 

in the dark and singing carols. And Jake’s parents brought a tree into the living room! Fir 

trees were meant to be outside on mountains, not indoors covered in tinsel and poking Jake in 

the leg with their spiky needles. And now Christmas was starting all over again, ruining a 

perfectly normal Sunday afternoon.  

1) Do you think Jake likes Christmas? Why? (Analyse) 

2) Why did the Christmas tree annoy Jake? (Retrieve) 

3) What hurt Jake’s eyes? (Retrieve) 

4) Why might Jake hate Christmas so much? (Apply) 

5) What strange thing did people do? (Retrieve) 

 

 

 

 

 Lucja followed her Grandpa into the bathroom, where he dragged some bed-sheets from the 

bath and poured in the fish. It rolled from the bucket like a silver-brown tyre, then flapped 

for a bit until Lucja added some water. Lucja prodded his back. ‘Now, Mister Carp,’ she said, 

‘breathe all you like. Fish breathe water, Grandpa.’ 

‘Not for long,’ Grandpa Feliks muttered. He wanted to break the bad news about Mister Carp 

and Christmas Eve dinner in a kind way. 

1) Write three verbs that could have been used instead of dragged, without changing 

the meaning of the sentence. (Create) 

2) What simile is used to describe the fish? (Retrieve) 

3) What do you think Grandpa Feliks is planning to do and why? (Understand) 

4) How do you think Lucja will feel about Grandpa’s plan and why? (Apply) 

5) Find and copy a word which means the same as poked. (Retrieve) 

 

  



 

 

 

Farms and fields below me now. Homeland, but not home. Not yet. Will she be there, will she 

be waiting? To see her, be with her, is all I long for, all I have flown for. Nor far now. Bring 

me home by beating wings. Bring me home my beating heart.  

There it is, my garden, my home! But where is she? Where is she? I call for her, but she 

does not come. Louder still I call and louder… 

1) Who’s point of view do you think this is written from and why? (Understand) 

2) Who is ‘she’ and why do you think this? (Evaluate) 

3) What can he see below him? (Retrieve) 

4) Why does the author repeat the words ‘Bring me home’? (Understand) 

5) How do you think the bird feels at the end of this extract and why? (Evaluate) 

 

 

 

 

 

They were sent to the house of an old Professor who lived in the heart of the country, ten 

miles from the nearest railway station and two miles from the nearest post office. He had no 

wife and he lived in a very large house with a housekeeper called Mrs Macready and three 

servants. (Their names were Ivy, Margaret and Betty, but they do not come into the story 

much.) He himself was a very old man with shaggy white hair which grew over most of his 

face as well as on his head, and they liked him almost at once; but on the first evening when 

he came out to meet them at the front door he was so odd-looking that Lucy (who was the 

youngest) was a little afraid of him, and Edmund (who was the next youngest) wanted to 

laugh and had to keep on pretending he was blowing his nose to hide it. 

1) What does the ‘heart of the country’ mean? (Understand) 

2) How do we know the Professors hair was messy? (Understand) 

3) What were the servants names? (Retrieve) 

4) Why was Edward blowing his nose? (Retrieve) 

5) How would you have felt if you were Lucy in this extract? (Apply) 

 



 

 

1) What does ‘rejoice’ mean? (Understand) 

2) Find and copy a line which shows mum had 

a beautiful voice (Retrieve) 

3) What can the narrator smell? (Retrieve) 

4) Why do you think Mom is so important to 

Christmas in this poem? (Analyse) 

5) What could the gifts have  

been? (Analyse)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) What should they do to be good? (Retrieve) 

2) What is a ‘chore’? (Understand) 

3) What else do you think the children should do 

to be good? (Apply) 

4) Who’s watching everyday? (Retrieve) 

5) When can the children have some fun? 

(Retrieve) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Why was the Grinch puzzled? (Understand) 

2) What do you think Christmas is about? (Apply) 

3) What did ‘it’ come without? (Retrieve) 

4) What might his ‘puzzler’ be? (Understand) 

5) Find and copy a word which means the same as ‘shop’ (Retrieve) 

 

 

 

1) Find and copy a verb which shows how 

the carollers moved (Retrieve) 

2) Why do you think the carollers don’t 

care about the weather? (Analyse) 

3) How would you feel if you passed the 

carollers? (Apply) 

4) What is a ‘caroller’? (Understand) 

5) What was the weather like? (Retrieve)  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Find and copy a line that shows the poet was waiting for Christmas (Retrieve) 

2) Does the poet mind the cold weather? Explain how you know. (Understand) 

3) Who is the poet excited to see? How do you know? (Understand) 

4) What else might the poet see or hear as Christmas gets nearer? (Apply) 

5) What does ‘numbs’ mean? (Understand) 

 

 

 

 

 1) What is filling the Christmas 

mugs? (Retrieve) 

2) What does ‘siblings tour miles and 

miles to greet you with a hug’ mean? 

(Understand) 

3) Why do you think the poet prays 

for peace and calm? (Apply) 

4) What word in the poem means the 

same as considerately? (Retrieve) 

5) What does the word ‘scarce’ 

mean? (Understand) 


